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Abstract 

Representational gestures are co-speech gestures that carry 
semantic content related to the content of speech. Previous 
studies focusing on adult-adult conversation have investigated 
the temporal alignment of gestures and speech finding that the 
overwhelming majority of representational gestures are 
produced right before the lexical content they refer to (their 
lexical affiliate, LA).  However, nothing is yet known about 
whether caregivers would also time their gestures in the same 
way in naturalistic interactions. We annotated representational 
gestures from a large corpus (ECOLANG) of semi-naturalistic 
conversations between caregivers and their 3-4 year old 
children (n = 899 gestures from n=36 caregivers). We found 
that, just as in adult-directed language (ADL), representational 
gestures in child-directed language (CDL) were more tightly 
linked to the onset of LAs than the onset of the utterance in 
which LAs were produced (hence planned when full events are 
encoded); with the overall majority of the representational 
gestures starting before their LAs. We further found that age of 
acquisition (AoA) rating of the LA had a significant effect on 
the speech-gesture latency. We found that for words acquired 
earlier, the gesture’s stroke (the meaningful part of a gesture) 
tended to be produced before the LA’s onset; for the later 
acquired word, the stroke tended to be produced at the same 
time or after the onset of the LA in speech. Our findings 
suggest that: (1) Regardless of their addressee, speakers always 
time the production of representational gestures to specific 
conceptual/linguistic units, rather than the full event/utterance. 
(2) In contrast to ADL, caregivers’ gestures may support 
addresses’ linguistic processing not only by supporting word 
prediction (of likely better-known words), but also by 
supporting the learning of conceptual features (of likely less 
well-known words). 

Keywords: multimodal communication; co-speech gestures; 
representational gestures; child-directed speech; lexical 
affiliates 

Introduction 

During conversations, manual gestures always accompany 

spoken language, (Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Iverson and 

Goldin-Meadow 1998; McNeill 1992). Representational 

gestures are co-speech gestures that carry semantic content 

depicting some characteristic or feature of the referent. These 

gestures provide semantic information that supplements or 

complements accompanying speech (McNeill, 1992). This 

information can support speakers’ production at conceptual 

and/or lexical levels (e.g., Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis, see 

Krauss, 1998; Rauscher, Krauss & Chen, 1996). It can also 

support addressees’ language comprehension (e.g., Zhang et 

al., 2021). Developmental studies also suggested the 

scaffolding role of gestures in children’s language 

development (e.g., Clough & Hilverman, 2018). For gestures 

to fulfil these different functions, they need to be timed in a 

precise manner with corresponding units in speech. Here we 

address two questions concerning the temporal relationship 

between caregivers’ representational gestures and their 

speech.  

 

What are Gestures Aligned to?  

Donnellan et al (2022) carried out a study to address this 

question in language directed to adults. They contrasted two 

hypotheses. According to McNeill’s growth point theory 

(McNeill, 1992; McNeill & Duncan, 2000), speech and 

gestures are systematically organized in relation to one 

another at a conceptual (event) level. The theory posits that 

gestures and speech share a computational stage from which 

both arise, while they are then encoded by either the vocal or 

gestural systems. This perspective indicates that gestures and 

speech are typically semantically and pragmatically 

synchronised so that the speaker's overall communicative 

intention is implemented by combining verbal and gestural 

information, but each modality is encoded separately 

(Bergmann et al, 2011). Specifically, McNeill (1992) 

suggested that the image (gesture) and the linguistic (speech) 

elements have always been together in the growth point of 

the sentences. This growth point, theoretically, should be the 

utterance’s primitive stage and the formation of a growth 

point is at the utterance level corresponding to an event. 

Therefore, according to this proposal, the onsets of an 

utterance and gesture onsets should be tightly linked.  

A second possibility suggests that gesture and speech 

could be more precisely linked at the level of sub-events 

(lexical). Some studies (Ferré, 2010; Kendon, 1972, 1990; 

Schegloff, 1984) suggest that gesture tends to align with the 

semantically most congruent part of the utterance. Other 

studies show that the gesture is more closely linked to the 

corresponding word as the asynchrony can be affected by the 

corresponding lexical affiliate (LA). For example, Morrel-

Samuels and Krauss (1992) showed that the gesture onset can 
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be influenced by word familiarity, namely, the more familiar 

a word, the smaller the asynchrony between the gesture 

preparation time and the onset of the LA.  

In their corpus study, Donnellan et al., (2022) analyzed 

gesture and speech from a sample of 24 adults in which these 

adults introduced both familiar and unfamiliar objects to 

another adult while the objects were either present or absent. 

They found that gesture phases (both preparation and stroke) 

onsets were more tightly linked to LA onset than to the 

beginning of the corresponding utterance, which supported 

the second hypothesis. However, it is unclear whether the 

same relationship will hold for the gestures produced by 

caregivers when they talk to children.  

 

What is the Timing Relationship between Gesture 

and Speech?  

In addition to the question of whether gestures align with the 

utterance or LA onset, several previous studies have 

established that gestures occur slightly before LAs. Based on 

the existing literature on task-elicited descriptions (de Ruiter, 

2000a; Hadar and Butterworth, 1997; Kendon et al, 1980; 

Morrel-Samuels and Krauss, 1992; Nobe, 2000), it has 

generally been accepted that the onset of gestures precedes 

their LAs. More specifically, Butterworth and Beattie (1978) 

found that gestures tend to have their onsets (the preparation 

phase) before the onset of the related LAs in relatively fluent 

phases of speech. Schegloff (1984) also claimed that the 

gesture onset is typically prior to the LAs.  

Recent studies examining naturalistic production have also 

begun to investigate how much earlier gestures begin with 

respect to speech. These studies (all investigating adult-adult 

naturalistic conversations) showed that the onsets of most 

representational gestures precede their LAs but remain 

temporally close (Chui, 2005; ter Bekke et al., 2022; Ferré, 

2010; Urbanik & Svennevig 2021). For example, in a 

naturalistic conversation corpus of spontaneous French 

dialogues, 95% of representational hand gestures 

(preparation onsets) were found to have begun before LA 

onset, typically 820ms earlier (Ferré, 2010). Crucially, it was 

found that 72% of gesture strokes tended to precede LA 

onsets, on average beginning 450ms earlier. Donnellan et al. 

(2022) also analysed the latency between representational 

gesture phases and speech using data from semi-naturalistic 

conversations between familiar adults. Here, gesture onsets 

were found to precede LA onset by 814ms and gesture stroke 

onsets preceded LAs onsets by 370ms. The results are also 

consistent with previous naturalistic corpus studies (ter 

Bekker et al., 2022). 

However, these studies concerning the timing relationship 

of co-speech representational gestures have only focused on 

adult communication with other adults. No research yet has 

investigated how representational gestures are used by 

caregivers in child-directed naturalistic conversations.  

 

The Present Study 

The present study investigates the timing relationship 

between caregivers’ speech and relevant phases of the gesture 

(i.e. preparation and stroke) in child-directed language. We 

further examine whether the patterns observed in adult-adult 

conversation in previous studies are present in caregiver 

speech to 3-4 year old children. We focus on 3-4 year old 

children, an age in which children are still learning at a fast 

pace and are capable of understanding representational 

gestures (Tolar, Lederberg, Gokhale & Tomasello, 2008).  

We analysed data from the ECOLANG corpus (Vigliocco 

et al., in prep) where English caregivers talked to their 3-4 

year old children about objects that were present or absent, 

and known or unknown to their children. We annotated 

representational hand gestures used by caregivers when 

describing the objects.  

With regard to our first question, we predict that just as it 

was found in the analysis of ADL, gestures will be more 

tightly related to LA onsets as caregivers may break down 

events into subparts to make the whole utterance easier for 

children to understand. 

With regard to the second question, if the timing relation 

between gesture and speech is determined only by production 

constraints, we should find that gestures precede their LAs in 

a consistent manner, regardless of the characteristics of the 

addressee, thus we should replicate here the findings by 

Donnellan et al (2022). However, there are reasons to believe 

that the timing relationship may be sensitive to whether the 

addressee is an adult or a child. In particular, it could be the 

case that gestures precede their LAs by a longer latency as 

caregivers may produce the gesture much earlier to allow 

more time for children to use it to then process the speech 

information. Alternatively, it may be that the timing 

relationships dynamically change depending on the 

knowledge and familiarity of the child toward the 

concepts/words expressed. 

Method 

Participants 

The data used for this study has been taken from the 

ECOLANG corpus (Vigliocco et al., in prep), which 

consisted of 36 caregiver-child dyads based in the UK.  

Children (18 girls and 18 boys) were aged between 36 and 51 

months (Mean = 42.9, SD = 4.25). Caregivers spoke British 

or American English with their children. Caregivers reported 

that all children were typically developing without any 

language disorder. The corpus creation was approved by the 

Research Ethics Committee, University College London. 

 

Materials 

Toys presented in the study were from 4 categories: foods, 

musical instruments, animals, and tools, which were common 

for children of this age range. Within each category, there 

were six toys for each dyad, half of which were unknown to 

the child and half were known (based on parental reports of 

the child’s knowledge). Toys chosen for each child were from 

a larger set of approximately 20 toy items per category, each 
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of which was used by a roughly equal number of testing 

sessions across participants. 

 

Procedure 
The corpus collection was carried out in the family home. 

During the recording, caregiver and child sat 90 degrees from 

each other at a table. Caregivers were asked to talk to their 

child in a natural way, but to try to talk about the objects 

provided. The order of toy categories and whether the toys 

were present or absent was counterbalanced across 

participants. When the interaction started with the present 

condition, the experimenter brought 6 toys from one category 

(e.g., foods) to the table and then left the room. The caregiver 

and child talked about these toys for 3-5 minutes, then the 

experimenter returned to the room, asked the child to assist 

in tidying up the toys and then left the room for the absent 

condition. The caregiver and child talked about the objects 

they had just played with for another 3-5 minutes. The 

experimenter then reappeared with a new set of toys until all 

toys in the categories had been used. When the toy absent 

condition came first, the caregiver was told to begin talking 

about the upcoming toys that would be brought by one 

experimenter from another room (caregivers were first taught 

about and were familiarised with the toys). After 3-5 minutes, 

the experimenter brought in the set of toys for that category, 

and left the room, allowing the caregiver and child to talk 

with the objects present. After 3-5 minutes, the experimenter 

entered the room to remove the toys and the procedure 

continued for all 4 toy categories. The full recording session 

lasted approximately 35-45 minutes. 

 

Coding 

Caregivers’ speech in the corpus had been annotated in 

ELAN (Sloetjes & Wittenburg, 2008) and transcribed at both 

the word and utterance level (Berman & Slobin, 1994). 

Utterances were defined as a unit that expresses a single 

situation (such as an activity, event or state). Representational 

gestures were also coded. For this study, we identified the 

onset of two gesture phases for each representational gesture: 

the preparation and the stroke (Seyfeddinipur, 2006; Kita, 

van Gijn & van der Hulst, 1998). Along with the gesture 

phases, LAs were marked. 

 

Gesture Phases. The movement of the hand(s) into a gesture 

shape indicated the start of the preparation phase. This can be 

marked where the hand/arm started to rise from a resting 

position (perhaps on the lap, on a table, or in mid-air). In 

another case, if the speaker made a gesture right before 

making the representational gesture, the start of the 

preparation phase was marked at the moment where the hand 

relaxed from the previous gesture and moved to make the 

representational gesture. But this was only true if the hands 

made a single motion movement towards the representational 

gesture; in other words, if the hand(s) withdrew from the prior 

gesture to a resting position before the start of the 

representational gesture, the preparation onset was noted at 

the point where the hands began to leave the resting position. 

The stroke phase began at the point when the hand(s) 

started to convey the gesture's meaning by a clearly defined 

configuration (form) and well-articulated movement that 

represented some feature, property or action. We recorded the 

onset time of the first stroke for gestures that include several 

strokes (but express the same meaning), but if two strokes 

conveyed different meanings, they were marked as separate 

gestures. 

 

LA. LAs were defined as the word(s) whose meaning most 

closely matched a gesture (Holler & Levinson, 2019). 

Specifically, we considered words that were within 1000ms 

of the start and end of the gesture as potential LAs for that 

gesture. The main strategy to determine the corresponding 

LA for each gesture was to first see what information the 

gesture carried. We excluded demonstratives before nouns to 

keep the minimum amount of word(s) which contain the most 

semantic information.  

   We took the onset time of LAs for each gesture. If there 

were multiple LAs within one utterance, we only calculated 

the onset time of the first LA corresponding with the gesture. 

For each LA, we obtained an AoA rating (Kuperman et al., 

2012) for later analysis.  

 

Utterance. We took the onset time of the utterance from 

which the LA derived (as marked in the corpus). For each 

utterance, the topic (i.e., the toy that the utterance was about), 

object familiarity (known/unknown) and object presence 

(present/absent of the toy) were coded as part of the corpus. 

 

Reliability Coding. For reliability, 10% of the 

representational gestures of all 36 participants were double-

coded (n = 168 representational gestures) by experienced 

coders. Both coders coded the preparation and stroke phase 

of the gesture and marked LAs, with the second coder having 

no access to the previous version. 

  Each coder determined whether each potential LA (words 

appearing within 1000ms of the gesture onset and offset), was 

a LA of the gesture (n = 2003 potential LAs). 93.61% of  

these words were agreed upon by two coders (Cohen’s κ = .71, 

[95% CI = .66 - .76], indicating substantial agreement). 

  The latencies included in our reliability analysis 

demonstrated high degree of agreement for gestures that had 

both stroke and preparation phase, where the initial LA was 

agreed upon by two coders (n = 133), as measured by 

correlation (r): (1) gesture preparation to LA onset, r = .97, 

(2) gesture stroke to LA onset, r = .94, (3) gesture preparation 

to utterance onset, r = .98, (4) gesture stroke to utterance 

onset, r = .96. Correlations between two coders were still high 

for all latencies, even when we considered cases with no 

agreement on the first LA: (1) r = .75, (2) r = .73, (3) r = .74, 

(4) r = .73. 

 

Data Analysis 

The present analysis concentrated on the timing relationships 

between representational gestures and speech in the setting of 

semi-naturalistic conversations between caregivers and 
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children. For analysis, we only considered representational 

gestures including both phases (preparation and stroke) and 

had at least one LA (n = 899 representational gestures). All 

analyses were performed in R 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2020), 

with mixed effects models running with lme4 (Bates et al., 

2015), and model summaries generated with p-values 

calculated using lmerTest (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & 

Christensen, 2017). 

 

What are Gestures Aligned to? We first constructed two 

mixed effects models with gesture preparation onset 

predicted by either utterance or LA onset and another two 

mixed effects with gesture stroke onset time predicted by 

either utterance or LA onset. For all four models, we included 

speaker ID as a random effect on the slope. To allow for 

meaningful comparisons, all variables were mean-centred 

and scaled (Mean = 0, SD = 1).  

Model comparisons using Akaike’s Information Criterion 

(AIC) were conducted. We simply used ΔAIC (the difference 

between the two AIC values for models being compared, 

where ΔAIC = 0 as the best fitting model) as a way to 

compare possible models since lower AIC values indicate a 

better-fit model (Anderson & Burnham, 2002).  

 

What is the Timing Relationship between Gesture and 

Speech? Mixed effects models with gesture phase onset 

predicted by LA onset were conducted to get latencies 

between them (e.g., the latency between gesture preparation 

and LA). We entered random effects on the slope for speaker 

ID and a random intercept for gesture ID. Note that to 

estimate the precise latencies, all variables were not mean-

centred and scaled. 

Additionally, as gesture timing may be affected by other 

variables, we included object presence (object 

present/absent), object familiarity (known/unknown) and 

lexical AoA ratings for all LAs in two additional mixed effect 

models with exact latencies predicted by those factors (i.e., 

exact latency between preparation and LA predicted by AoA 

ratings). All continuous variables were mean-centred and 

scaled (Mean = 0, SD = 1). Note that word frequency and 

AoA ratings are highly correlated (r = .74), we chose to 

include AoA ratings considering the developmental 

characteristics of children.  

Results 

Gesture Alignment to Utterance and LA 

Analysis showed significant results in all four models 

considering the relative contribution of LA onset and 

utterance onset to the preparation and stroke onset 

respectively. Then, model comparison confirmed that LA 

onset was a stronger predictor than utterance onset of both 

gesture preparation onset (ΔUtterance onset = 238) and 

stroke onset (ΔUtterance onset = 256.9). Table 1 and table 2 

show the AIC model selection to distinguish among different 

possible models. 

 

Table 1: AIC model selection to distinguish among two 

possible models of the relationship between gesture 

preparation onset, LA onset and utterance onset.  

 

Model Specification LL AIC ΔAIC 

Preparation onset ~ 

LA onset  4379.7 -8747.5 0 

Preparation onset ~ 

Utterance onset 4260.7 -8509.5 238 

 

Table 2: AIC model selection to distinguish among two 

possible models of the relationship between gesture stroke 

onset, LA onset and utterance onset. 

 

Model Specification LL AIC ΔAIC 

Stroke onset ~ LA 

onset  

 

4383.9 

 

-8755.7 

 

0 

Stroke onset ~ 

Utterance onset 4255.4 -8498.8 256.9 

 

Timing between Gesture Phase and LA 

Do Preparation Onsets Precede the LAs? The mixed 

effects model revealed that overall, gesture onsets 

significantly preceded LA onsets by around 700ms (β = -

700.37, SE = 49.12, t = -14.26, p < .001). According to Figure 

1, the overwhelming majority of gesture preparation phases 

(83%) started before their corresponding LAs. 

 

 
Figure 1. The relationship between gesture preparation and 

LA. Density plot shows the timing difference between 

gesture preparation onset and LA onset in ms, where 

negative values (red) indicate gestures that preceded their 

LAs. 0ms indicated by the dashed black line. 

 

Do Any Other Factors Affect Time Latency between 

Preparation Onsets and LA Onsets? Table 3 showed that 

presence or absence of the items (β = 260.26, SE = 121.91, t 

= 2.135, p =. 24 033) was a significant predictor of latency 

between preparation onsets and LA onsets. Figure 2 

illustrated the latency differences between gesture 

preparation onsets and LA onsets across present and absent 

conditions. Gesture were produced 260.26ms earlier in the 

absent than in the present condition. The effect of object 

familiarity (p = .177) and AoA (p = .136) was non-significant, 

nor was the interaction of familiarity and presence (p =.890). 
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Table 3: Summary of other factors affecting the time 

latency between gesture preparation onsets and LA onsets 

 
 β SE df t p 

Presence 260.26 121.91 848.52 2.135 .033* 

Familiarity 120.39 89.23 849.24 1.349 .177 

AoA 27.64 18.53 846.20 1.492 .136 

Familiarity

*Presence 
-36.72 265.85 850.97 -0.138 .890 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Summary plot showing the latencies between 

gesture preparation onsets and LA onsets for present and 

absent conditions, as indicated on the x axis. Red squares 

highlight the mean values in each box. Confidence intervals 

are set to 95%. 

 

Do Strokes Onsets Precede LAs? The mixed effects model 

revealed that gesture stroke onsets significantly preceded LA 

onsets by around 118 ms (β = -118.92, SE = 41.74, t = -2.849, 

p =.007). More than half of gesture stroke phases (56%) 

started before their corresponding LAs (Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3. The relationship between gesture stroke and LA 

onset. The density plot shows the timing difference between 

gesture stroke onset and LA onset in ms, where negative 

values (blue) indicate gestures that preceded their LAs. 0ms 

indicated by the dashed black line. 

 

Do Any Other Factors Affect Time Latency between 

Stroke Onsets and LA Onsets? Table 4 showed that AoA 

rating (β = 37.24, SE = 18.27, t = 2.039, p = .042) was a 

significant predictor of latency between stroke onsets and LA 

onsets. Figure 4 shows how changes in AoA rating affected 

the latency between gesture stroke onsets and the LA onsets. 

Specifically, the estimate of latency between stroke onsets 

and LA onsets increased in a positive direction as AoA 

increased. Since the negative value of latency indicated that 

the stroke came first, what the model showed is that for one 

standard deviation (2.14) increase in AoA, the stroke was 

produced 37.24ms later relative to the corresponding LA. The 

effects of toy presence (p = .077), object familiarity (p = .279) 

and their interaction (p = .279) were not significant.  

 

Table 4: Summary of other factors affecting the time 

latency between gesture stroke onsets and LA onsets 

 

 β SE df t p 

Presence 212.83 120.39 836.80 1.768 .077 

Familiarity 95.29 88.08 826.67 1.082 .279 

AoA 37.24 18.27 808.72 2.039 .042* 

Familiarity
*Presence 

-43.80 265.85 848.17 -0.166 .867 

 

 
Figure 4. Model-derived predictions of the effect of AoA 

rating on latency between gesture stroke and LA onsets. 

Confidence intervals are set to 95%. Negative latencies 

indicate the stroke comes before the LA, while positive 

latencies indicate the stroke comes after the LA. 

 

Discussion 

In this study, we investigated the timing relationship between 

caregivers’ representational gestures and speech in caregiver-

child semi-naturalistic interactions among children aged 

between 3 to 4 years old. In particular, we focused on the link 

between gesture phases (gesture preparation and stroke) and 

speech (utterance onset and LA onset). We also assessed the 

estimated latency between gesture phase onsets and LA 

onsets and the influence of factors such as object presence for 

the latency between gesture preparation and LA, and AoA 

ratings for the latency between gesture stroke and LA. 

We found that gesture phase onsets (both preparation and 

stroke) were more closely aligned to the corresponding LA 

than to the onset of the utterance. This finding replicates what 

has been shown in adult-adult dyads (e.g., Ferré 2010, 

Donnellan et al., 2022). Therefore, our results do not support 
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the hypothesis based on the growth point theory by McNeill 

(McNeill, 1992; McNeill & Duncan, 2000), but are consistent 

with the second possibility, that gestures and speech are 

linked at a sub-event (lexical) level. 

For the estimated latency between gesture phases and LA 

onsets, we found that gesture phases and LAs were more 

closely aligned in CDL compared to adults’ data (ADL) 

despite the fact that they both remain within tight temporal 

proximity. Specifically, the overall estimated latency 

between preparation and LAs in CDL was approximately 100 

ms shorter while the overall estimated latency between 

gesture stroke and LAs was around 250 ms shorter than ADL. 

Our results also showed significant effects of the presence 

and absence of items on the latency between preparation 

onsets and LA onsets. In the absent condition, gesture 

preparation phase was produced significantly earlier relative 

to the corresponding LA compared to the present condition. 

We speculate that in the displaced context where the items 

are absent, caregivers start their gestures earlier to attract 

children’s attention to the upcoming speech and help prepare 

spatial association between the gesture and upcoming LAs. 

The finding is in line with the hypothesis that in child-

directed language, caregivers may use gestures to support the 

child’s attentional focus on the spoken message and 

information (McNeill, Cassell, & McCullough, 1994). 

Importantly, we found that word AoA ratings were a 

significant predictor of the latency between gesture stroke 

phases and LAs. Specifically, for later acquired words, the 

stroke was produced later relative to the LA, and for early 

acquired words, the stroke was produced earlier relative to 

the LA. Particularly, gesture strokes started to be produced 

after the upcoming of the corresponding LA when the AoA 

rating was higher than around 10. The finding is in line with 

the audience design principle that speakers modify their 

utterances in order to meet the communicative needs of 

particular conversational partner groups (Clark, 1996; Clark 

& Murphy, 1982). Going a step further, based on this finding, 

we speculate that caregivers use gestures in a pedagogical 

manner: for concepts/words more familiar to the child 

(acquired earlier), earlier production of representational 

gestures can support prediction (Donnellan et al., 2022; 

Zhang et al., 2021) and therefore easier processing. However, 

as the familiarity of the concept/word decreases, producing 

gestures at the same time or even after the word may support 

the activation of semantic properties of the concept/word, or 

even the acquisition of semantic knowledge associated with 

uttered words. This possibility is consistent with the fact that 

we only observed the effect of AoA for the gesture’s stroke 

and not for the preparation phase because the stroke and not 

the preparation phase marks the meaningful part of the 

gesture.  

 

Gestures are Communicatively Motivated 

Analysis of the temporal alignment between gesture and 

speech provides insights about whether the production of 

representational co-speech gestures is driven by production-

internal mechanisms (e.g., Kita, 2000) or (or at least to what 

extent) these gestures are communicatively motivated. While 

there are already a number of studies showing that in child-

directed language, speakers intentionally design both words 

and gestures to give information that can support the 

processing of novel information (Campisi and Özyürek, 2013; 

Clough and Duff, 2020), here we show that this pedagogical 

function of co-speech gestures extends to their alignment 

with speech.   

Conclusion 

In sum, the current research is the first study investigating 

how caregivers time their representational gestures in 

naturalistic interactions in CDL. Our results align with 

previous co-speech gesture timing studies that look at natural 

conversations by adults even with tighter gesture speech 

synchrony, thus extending the finding of the timing 

relationship between gestures and speech to the child-

directed and natural caregiver-children conversations. More 

importantly, our findings further suggest that caregivers’ 

gestures may support addresses’ linguistic processing not 

only by supporting word prediction for well-known words, 

but also by supporting the learning of conceptual features of 

unfamiliar words by adjusting the timing of speech and 

gesture in a pedagogical and efficient way. 
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